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Merging binaries of neutron-stars are not only strong sources of gravitational waves, but also have the
potential of revealing states of matter at densities and temperatures not accessible in laboratories. A crucial
and long-standing question in this context is whether quarks are deconfined as a result of the dramatic
increase in density and temperature following the merger. We present the first fully general-relativistic
simulations of merging neutron-stars including quarks at finite temperatures that can be switched off
consistently in the equation of state. Within our approach, we can determine clearly what signatures a
quark-hadron phase transition would leave in the gravitational-wave signal. We show that if after the
merger the conditions are met for a phase transition to take place at several times nuclear saturation density,
they would lead to a postmerger signal considerably different from the one expected from the inspiral, that
can only probe the hadronic part of the equations of state, and to an anticipated collapse of the merged
object. We also show that the phase transition leads to a very hot and dense quark core that, when it
collapses to a black hole, produces a ringdown signal different from the hadronic one. Finally, in analogy
with what is done in heavy-ion collisions, we use the evolution of the temperature and density in the merger
remnant to illustrate the properties of the phase transition in a QCD phase diagram.
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Introduction.—The 2017 detection of gravitational
waves (GWs) from a binary neutron-star merger event
GW170817 [1] has opened a new window to study the
interior of neutron-stars and, consequently, matter at nuclear
densities. This detection alone has already provided impor-
tant progress in our understanding of the maximum mass of
neutron-stars and on the expected distribution in radii and
tidal deformabilities [2–8]. In addition, information about the
merger product itself has allowed a completely new insight
into matter at densities and temperatures never observed or
produced in a laboratory before. To describe such environ-
ments, it is essential to employ a microscopic model of
strongly interactingmatter that contains the expected degrees
of freedom and symmetries to be present under those
conditions. For this reason, we present here neutron-star
merger simulations using an equation of state (EOS) that
contains not only thermal effects but, most importantly, a
description in which the degrees of freedom change with
density and temperature, going from nucleons to hyperons
and, finally, quarks.
This is substantially different from what has been done

in previous works, where either only the appearance of
hyperons was investigated [9,10], quarks were modeled
within a hybrid EOS (with the simple MIT bag model) at
zero temperature [11], or only quarks were accounted for

(again with the MIT bag model) including temperature
effects, but without a hadronic matter component or a
crust [12] and, hence, without a phase transition (PT).
Furthermore, the last two approaches were based on a
conformally flat approximation of general relativity and
evolved matter within a smooth particle hydrodynamics
approach. In contrast, in this Letter we report on the first
simulations employing a self-consistent nuclear EOS
including finite-temperature effects and allowing for a
first-order PT from hadrons to quarks, together with a
covariant general-relativistic description of hydrodynamics
coupled to a fully general-relativistic spacetime evolution.
Methods and setup.—Matter in the inner core of neutron-

stars is very dense but still strongly interacting. For this
reason, although the relevant degrees of freedom in these
conditions are expected tobe quarks, first-principles theories,
such as perturbative QCD, cannot be applied directly.
An alternative is to rely on effective models, which can be
calibrated to work in the required regime of energies. Here,
we choose the Chiral Mean Field (CMF) model, based on a
nonlinear realization of the SU(3) sigma model [13]. This is
an effective quantum-relativistic model that describes
hadrons and quarks interacting via meson exchange and
is constructed in a chirally invariant manner, since the
particle masses originate from interactions with the medium
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and, therefore, decrease at high densities or temperatures.
The model is in agreement with standard nuclear and
astrophysical constraints [14,15], as well as lattice QCD
and perturbative QCD [16,17]. In particular, in the limit
of zero-temperature, zero-angular momentum, it predicts a
maximum mass of 2.07 M⊙ for an hadronic star (1.97 M⊙
when quarks are included) and a radius of 13.7 km for a
reference star of 1.4 M⊙.
This approach allows for the existence of soluted quarks

in the hadronic phase and soluted hadrons in the quark
phase at finite temperature. However, quarks or hadrons
will always give the dominant contribution in the quark-
hadron phase, and the two phases can be distinguished
through their order parameters. This interpenetration of
quarks and hadrons (that increases with temperature)
provides a physically effective description and is indeed
required to achieve the crossover transition known to take
place at small chemical potential values [18]. While this
approach is suitable to describe matter in the neutron-star
core, another description is needed for the crust and the
very low density regions produced in binary mergers. For
these, we have matched the CMF EOS to the nuclear
statistical equilibrium description presented in Ref. [19].
To describe the evolution of the merging system, we solve

the coupled Einstein-hydrodynamics system [20] using the
newly developed FRANKFURT/ILLINOISGRMHD code (FIL),
which is a high-order extension of the publicly available
ILLINOISGRMHD code [21], part of the EINSTEIN TOOLKIT

[22]. In particular, FIL, which belongs to the family of
Frankfurt relativistic-astrophysics codes FRAC), imple-
ments a fourth-order accurate conservative finite-difference
scheme [23] using a WENO-Z reconstruction [24], coupled
to a Haarten-van-Leer-Lax-Einfeldt Riemann solver [25].
The code handles temperature-dependent EOSs utilizing a
novel infrastructure, and the conversion from conservative to
primitive variables follows [26] for purely hydrodynamical
simulations. To account for weak interactions, a neutrino-
leakage scheme is implemented following Refs. [27–29].
The FIL code can also handle neutrino heating via an M0
scheme [30] and has recently participated in a multigroup
code comparison demonstrating its ability to provide an
accurate and fully convergent description of the dynamics of
merging compact stars. We will comment further on the its
capabilities in an upcoming publication.
The spacetime is evolved using the Z4c formulation of

the Einstein equations [31], which is a conformal variant
of the Z4 family [32] (see also Ref. [33]), following the
setup in Ref. [34], while the gauges are the same as in
Refs. [35,36]. The initial data are modeled under the
assumption of irrotational quasicircular equilibrium [37]
and are computed by the LORENE library. The binaries are
initially at a distance of 45 km and perform around five
orbits before the merger. The numerical grid uses the fixed-
mesh refinement driver CARPET [38], with a total of seven
refinement levels having a highest resolution of ≃250 m
covering the two stars and a total extent of ≃1500 km.

Results.—While we have evolved a larger spectrum in
masses for binaries with either equal or unequal masses, we
next concentrate on two cases that best illustrate the onset
of a first-order PT. These are equal-mass binaries with total
masses M ¼ 2.8 M⊙ and 2.9 M⊙, hereafter referred to as
the low- and high-mass binaries, respectively. Lower-mass
binaries lead to postmerger objects with zero or minute
quark fraction, while higher-mass binaries collapse to a
black hole before a PT can fully develop. As anticipated
above, a distinctive feature of our approach is the ability to
cleanly and robustly determine the role of quarks in the
merger remnant by using the same EOS with and without
quarks. Because of this, for each of the two masses we
perform two identical simulations employing either the
standard CMF EOS where quarks and a strong first-order
PT are included (i.e., CMFQ) or a purely hadronic version
inwhich the quarks are not included (i.e., CMFH). In the case
of the high-mass, CMFQ binary, we have also performed a
simulation with a very high resolution of ≃125 m. Leading
only to a 1.5% difference in the collapse time, this confirms
that the reference resolution reported here is sufficient to
capture qualitatively the dynamics of the PT.
We begin by describing the overall evolution during and

after the merger of the low-mass binary with total mass
M ¼ 2.8 M⊙. In particular, Fig. 1 reports three represen-
tative snapshots on the equatorial plane. Right after the
merger time tmer, and slightly before the time shown in the
left-hand panel of Fig. 1, the regions with high temper-
atures are near the central regions of the hypermassive
neutron-star (HMNS). Some time later, and in analogy with
what was shown in previous studies [35,39], the temper-
ature distribution shows two “hot spots” in spatially
opposite regions (middle panel) that also correspond to
local minima of the number density (see Ref. [35] for a
detailed discussion in terms of the Bernoulli constant).
Interestingly, already a few milliseconds after the merger, a
small but nonzero amount of quarks constituting ≲0.02%
of the total baryon mass begins to appear in regions of high
temperature and before a first-order PT occurs. Because
even small fractions of quarks can alter the pressure, the
quadrupole moment of the HMNS will be different when
compared to the pure hadronic case. As time progresses, the
hot spots merge into a ring (right-hand panel), at which
time also the density has reached the critical value for the
onset of the PT, leading to the production of a large amount
of quarks in the core of the HMNS. When this happens, the
quark fraction Yquark can be as large as 0.9 locally and
quarks represent ∼15%–20% of the total baryon mass.
The onset of the PT has a dramatic effect on the

equilibrium of the HMNS. The very rapid softening of
the EOS, in fact, leads to a rapid compression of the central
region of the HMNS; the resulting release of gravitational
binding energy produces a sharp increase in the baryon
number density and a massive heat up of the core that, in
the absence of the PT, would be cold.
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To appreciate this better, Fig. 2 shows the same quan-
tities as Fig. 1, but in the meridional plane for the high-mass
binary and after the PT has taken place. Different panels
compare simulations performed with the CMFQ EOS,
where quarks are present (top panels) with simulations
employing the CMFH EOS, in which quarks are suppressed
(bottom panels). It is remarkable to note the large quark
fraction in the center and also in regions of high temper-
ature (top right-hand panel), which is, of course, absent for
the CMFH EOS (bottom right-hand panel). Similarly, while
the temperature distributions are very similar in the outer
parts of the HMNS, where the densities are comparatively
low, they are very different in the inner regions.
Finally, it should be emphasized that the CMFQ EOS

does not lead to the formation of a gravitationally stable
quark phase and, therefore, the very massive quark core
collapses essentially in free fall, i.e., in≲1 ms, to a rotating
black hole. As discussed in Ref. [40], a relaxation of the
charge-neutrality constraint in the EOS from being local to
being global (a so-called Gibbs construction) would create
a stable mixture of phases that, in the case of massive and
isolated stars, would extend to several kilometers within the
star. We here do not relax such constraint as we are
interested in studying the effect of a steep first-order PT
and thus in finding the most extreme signals that could be
produced in such events.
Since the deconfinement of quarks depends on both the

density and the temperature of matter, it is interesting to
consider which regions of the EOS are actually probed by
the merger remnant. Hence, in close analogy with what is
done in heavy-ion collisions [41], Fig. 3 shows the
evolution of the maximum baryon number density nmax
(normalized to the nuclear saturation density nsat) and of
the maximum temperature Tmax for the low-mass binary
evolved with the CMFQ EOS. The time series spans a time
between 5 and 15 ms after merger. In essence, diamonds
refer to the part of the matter in the core of the HMNS,

while circles illustrate the conditions in the hot and low-
density regions affecting the quadrupole moment. Note that
matter in the HMNS core exhibits higher densities of
>2nsat, but also temperatures below 10 MeV; by contrast,
heavy-ion collisions of, e.g., Auþ Au at energies of
∼0.5–1 GeV, probe number densities above nsat and
temperatures of 50≲ T=MeV≲ 100 (not shown in Fig. 3).
Loss of angular momentum through GWs leads to a

continuous rise of the central density (hence, of nmax=nsat),
which ultimately reaches the boundary of the first-order PT
(gray shaded area) in Fig. 3 at ∼13 ms after merger. While
contracting, the core of the HMNS crosses this region very
rapidly and establishes an almost-pure quark phase heated
up to temperatures >40 MeV. If metastable, this core
might influence the surrounding material, although the
densities inside the HMNS are so high that neutrinos are

FIG. 2. Same as Fig. 1 but on the meridional plane. The top
(bottom) panels show simulations with the CMFQ (CMFH)
EOSs. The snapshot refers to the high-mass binary at a time
shortly before the collapse to a black hole.

FIG. 1. Snapshots on the equatorial plane at three representative times of the evolution of the low-mass binary. For each snapshot, the
left-hand part of the panel reports the temperature T, while the right-hand part reports the quark fraction Yquark. The green lines show
contours of constant number baryon density in units of the nuclear saturation density nsat. Note that a PT takes place only shortly before
the HMNS collapses to a black hole (cf. right-hand panel).
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essentially trapped. As can be seen from the last marker of
the density evolution in Fig. 3, the HMNS core undergoes a
complete PT to quarks and the whole HMNS collapses
immediately after the PT. Note that the region of highest
temperature is initially at densities smaller than∼nsat, but the
temperature is sufficiently high for quarks to appear in small
amounts. After theHMNS core crosses the PT boundary, the
maximum temperature rises steeply and thus the fluid
elements with maximum density and temperature coincide.
We complete our discussion of the PT by considering its

signatures on the GW emission by means of the strain,
frequency, and phase difference, which are reported in
Fig. 4 for the low- and high-mass binary. Note that because
the densities and temperatures during the inspiral are too
small to cause the formation of quarks, the GW signal is
identical for the two EOSs and for both masses. This is
radically different from what happens when comparing

merger simulations using EOSs with and without hyperons,
as these show differences in the GW signal already during
the inspiral [9,10], due to the softening caused by the
presence of hyperons. For such EOSs, a dephasing is thus
always present, both during the inspiral and after the
merger, since there are always portions of the stars with
intrinsically different EOSs. In our case, instead, it is only
after the merger that differences arise due to the presence
of quarks.
For the low-mass binary, and after ∼5 ms from the

merger, the GWs from the remnants start to show a linear
dephasing that reaches about 3 rad by the time the binary
with the CMFQ EOS collapses to a black hole (bottom left-
hand panel). The start of the phase difference, which is
essentially zero even after the merger, coincides with the
formation of the two hot spots and, thus, with the
appearance of quarks. In fact, although Yquark is very small
at those times, it is sufficient to produce changes in the
pressure of ∼5%, that are responsible for the changes in the
GWemission, both in amplitude and in frequency (top left-
hand panel), thus producing a mismatch between two
postmerger spectra [42–47]. These changes in pressure
also lead to a small damping of the GW amplitude prior to
collapse, which is triggered by the first-order PT for the
CMFQ EOS. Hence, the lifetime of the HMNS is shorter
than in the purely hadronic case.
In many respects, the left-hand panels of Fig. 4 are a

representative example of the signatures of a PT in a binary
merger. In an idealized scenario where the GW signal from
the inspiral is measured with great precision and can be
associated with confidence to a purely hadronic EOS (the
inspiral can only probe comparatively low-density regions
of the EOS), the unexpected dephasing of the template-
matched postmerger signal [48,49], together with the
anticipated collapse of the HMNS, would provide evidence
that a PT at several times nsat, possibly of the type described
here, has taken place in its core. Of course, a single detection

FIG. 3. Evolution of the maximum normalized baryon number
density (diamonds) and temperature (circles) after the merger for
the low-mass binary with the CMFQ EOS. Different times of the
evolution are represented with a color code, together with the
quark fraction Yquark. The gray shaded area shows the first-order
PT region.

FIG. 4. Properties of the GWemission for the low- (left-hand panels) and high-mass binaries (right-hand panels). The top panels report
the strain h22þ for the two EOSs, together with the instantaneous GW frequency fGW (semitransparent lines). The bottom panels show the
phase difference ΔΦ between the two signals. The inset in the top right-hand panel highlights the differences in the ringdown.
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could still be accommodated via a tweaking of the EOS
in the high-density part of a hadronic EOS. However,
the “tweaking” would be increasingly hard with multiple
detections as it cannot describe the complex nonlinear
occurrence of the PT.
The right-hand panels of Fig. 4 report the properties of

the GW signal for the high-mass binaries, both of which
collapse very rapidly for EOSs with and without quarks.
The differences in this case are harder to detect since the
dephasing starts only after ∼5 ms, but is very quickly
suppressed by the collapsing signal. The latter, however, is
different, as shown in the small inset in the top right-hand
panel of Fig. 4, where the two ringdown signals are suitably
aligned. These differences are caused by distinct free-fall
times of the cores of the HMNSs, which are shorter in the
case of the ultrasoftened EOS with quarks. Although these
differences are not large (the relative difference in the
ringdown frequency is ≲25%, yielding an overlap of only
O ¼ 0.92 [50,51]), they are large enough to be distinguish-
able if detected by third-generation GW detectors [52,53].
As a final remark, we point out that all of the dynamics
reported above are found also when simulating unequal-
mass binaries with mass ratio q ¼ 0.8; the main difference
in this case is that the PT occurs off-center because the
high-density region is also off-centered.
Conclusions.—We have presented the first fully general-

relativistic simulations of merging binary neutron-stars
including quarks at finite temperatures. Because in our
approach the presence of quarks can be turned off consis-
tently, it was possible to study their imprint on the merger in
a clean and robust manner. Moreover, since our description
allows for the appearance of small amounts of quarks below
the PT region related to the crossover transition at low
densities, we were able to observe significant nonzero quark
fractions in regions of high temperature but densities below
saturation. The changes in pressure produced by these
soluted quarks were shown to lead to a systematic dephasing
only of the postmerger GWemission, which, if accumulated
over several milliseconds, can produce a decisive signature
in the postmerger GW signal and spectrum. This behavior is
markedly different from that of other hyperonic EOSs, which
show softenings already during the inspiral. Furthermore, the
inclusion of a first-order PT in a thermodynamically con-
sistent way has allowed us to associate the PT with the
formation of a very hot and ultradense quark core in the
HMNS, that was gravitationally unstable and collapsed to a
black hole. Finally, despite the short lifetime of the quark
phase, we have shown that its collapse, which proceeds
essentially in free fall, leads to different black-hole ringdown
frequencies, another useful signature of the occurrence of
the PT.
The work presented here can be extended in at least

three ways. Firstly, this can be done by considering an
EOS that would allow for the existence of a metastable
quark core after a PT. In this case, the postmerger GW

spectrum would be the combination of the spectrum of the
purely hadronic remnant together with that produced after
the PT. Secondly, a PT to a metastable quark core in the
HMNS could lead (either immediately or after a diffusion
timescale) to a burst signal in neutrinos in analogy with what
was suggested for supernovae [54,55], providing yet another
evidence of the PT. Finally, the occurrence of the PTwill also
impact the spectral properties of the postmerger signal to the
point that the f2 oscillation frequency may exhibit a jump to
higher frequency as a result of the PT to a different
metastable HMNS [56,57]. These scenarios will be explored
in future works.
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Note added in the proof.—Recently, Ref. [58] has studied
the impact of a first-order phase transition taking place
directly at merger. Although no waveforms are presented in
[58], we expect differences to be present already in the
inspiral as they are visibile in the maximum density.
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